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Smart Paws for Robot Dogs 

 

Abstract: In this project we aim to 

develop a new generation of “smart 

paws” that will enable legged 

robots, such as Boston Dynamics 

Spot and ANYmal C systems, to 

reliably a) sense the interaction 

forces with the terrain (direction and 

mangitude), and b) classify the type 

of terrain (e.g., asphalt, soil, rubble, 

snow, ice). To achieve this goal, we 

look at the intelligent combination 

of i) “coded vision” (exploiting a 

micro camera inside the paw and a 

specialized pattern from the inner 

side of the paw), ii) audio analysis (inside the paw), and c) inertial measurements (accelerometer, 

gyroscope) also from within the paw. The Figure presents an outline of the sensing modalities to be 

exploited by this robotic paw. To correlate the diverse sensor data (coded vision, audio, inertial 

cues) we will seek to exploit both classical techniques in computer vision and audio analysis, as 

well as modern deep learning. Supervisory signals for the force magnitude and direction will be 

provided using a testbed incorporating a force sensor.   

Tasks:  

• Hardware interface and understanding of data of mmWave radars  

• Literature overview of deep collision prediction methods (on range and visual data)  

• Neural network design for radar-based deep collision prediction  

• Training, inference, redesign and network fine-tuning  

• Experimental evaluation onboard a flying robot of the Autonomous Robots Lab    
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